Abstract-In this paper, we consider the problem of provisioning spare capacity in multi-layer backbone networks in order to meet survivability requirements. To capture the failure propagation across network layers, two different multi-layer spare capacity allocation optimization problems are formulated in matrix format. They use the failure propagation matrix to determine the location and the amount of spare capacity in each network layer. For scalability, a fast and efficient approximation algorithm based on our previous successive survivable routing (SSR) technique is developed. Numerical results for a variety of networks show that near optimal solutions are found by the proposed heuristic algorithm within limited time.
I. INTRODUCTION Survivability in the face of failures has become an essential property of backbone transport networks. Current backbone data networks are converging towards a two layer architecture of IP/MPLS or GMPLS over an optical transport layer. Survivability techniques in two layer networks can be classified as: survivability at bottom layer, survivability at top layer, and survivability at both layers, depending on in which layer the survivability technique is deployed [1] . In the bottom layer approach recovery from a failure is performed only at the bottom layer (e.g., recovering failed lightpaths in an optical transport network). This scheme has the benefits that it is simple and provides fast recovery of aggregate traffic. However, the major drawback of this scheme is that it cannot recover from failures that occur in the top layer, such as, the failure of a top layer router or its interfaces. In the survivability at top layer scheme, failure recovery is performed only at the top layer, (e.g., recovering failed label switched paths (LSPs) in an MPLS network using fast reroute methods). The advantage of this scheme is that it can recover from failures that occur in both layers. It also allows a service differentiation between top layer flows by recovering each individual flow in the top layer, which is not possible in the bottom layer survivability scheme where an aggregate of top layer flows is recovered. Among the drawbacks of this approach are its complexity and slower speed of fault recovery. One of the major problems in the survivability of such multi-layer networks is failure propagation, which occurs when the failure of a bottom-layer link or node results in the simultaneous failure of multiple top-layer links [1] , [2] , [3] . If failure propagation is not considered appropriately in multi-layer networks, the top layer survivability technique may fail to recover the communication services upon failure. Several approaches have been proposed to design survivable virtual topologies in the top layer while taking the failure propagation into account [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . In part due to failure propagation, each layer of a network will typically employ self-healing capabilities to address faults occurring in their own layer. In this multilayer scheme, coordination between layers is required to provide an efficient recovery process upon a failure. This coordination is called an escalation strategy, which determines which layer will perform a recovery first in response to a particular failure, and when and how a responsibility will be transferred to another layer if the current layer fails to recover from the failure [1] , [9] .
In this paper, we provide models for the spare capacity allocation (SCA) problem in multi-layer networks using fault independent path restoration. The focus of our study is on SCA models for restoration at the upper layer. First, we derive two models for the spare capacity allocation (SCA) problem in multi-layer networks using the failureindependent path restoration. The first model captures the failure propagation by extending the matrix-based SCA formulation in [10] . The second model further improves the first one to increase the amount of spare capacity sharing. Modifications to the basic models for the failure-dependent path restoration and the stub re-0-7803-9439-9/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE In this section, the spare capacity allocation (SCA) problem for a single layer network presented in [10] is briefly reviewed to provide background. We assume the network under study uses failure independent path restoration (FID) for an arbitrary failure condition. FID is also called path restoration with disjoint routes, where a backup path is always disjoint from its working path. The disjointness could be against either a link or a node. We assume all traffic flows require a 100% restoration level for any failure. This level of restoration requires that all affected flows be detoured to their backup paths upon any given failure. Provisioning enough spare capacity is the prerequisite condition to such restoration. The acrynym used in this paper is in Table I . The notation adopted is summarized in Table II should not be used on flow r's backup path iff o(r) = n or d(r) = n. We characterize K failure scenarios in a binary matrix F = {fk}KX = {fkl}KxL The row vector fk in F is for failure scenario k and its element fkl equals one iff link 1 fails in scenario k. In this way, each failure scenario includes a set of one or more links that will fail simultaneously in the scenario. For a failed node, all its adjacent links are marked as failed. We also denote a flow failure incidence matrix U = {Ur}Rxl = {Urk}RxK, where Urk = 1 iff flow r will be affected by failure k, and Urk = 0 otherwise.
A flow tabu-link matrix T = {tr}Rxl = {trl}RxL has tri = 1 iff the backup path of flow r should not use link 1, and trl = 0 otherwise. We can find U and T given P and F as shown in equations (7) and (8) respectively. A binary matrix multiplication operation "0" is used in the above two equations. It is a matrix multiply operator that is identical to the normal matrix multiple except that the general numerical addition 1 +1 = 2 will be replaced by the boolean addition 1+1 = 1 as described in [11] . Using this binary operator, the complicated logical relations among links, paths and failure scenarios are simplified into two matrix operations.
We let G = {glk}LxK denote the spare provision Q: binary (6) U=PO)FT (7) T= UOF (8) This SCA problem has the objective to minimize the total spare capacity in (1) with the constraints (2)- (8) . The decision variables are the backup path selection (i.e., the backup path matrix) Q and the spare capacity allocation (i.e., the vector s). Constraints (2) and (3) associates these variables, i.e., the spare capacity allocation s is derived from the backup paths in Q. Constraint (4) guarantees that every backup path will not use any link which might fail simultaneously with any link on its working path. Flow conservation constraint (5) guarantees that backup paths given in Q are feasible paths of flows in a directed network. Note, the incidence matrices U and T are precomputed. The matrix U indicates the failure cases that will influence the working paths. The matrix T indicates the links that should be avoided in the backup paths. More detailed explanation of the model is in [10, eq. (7)- (14)].
The SCA model formulated above is a mixed integer programming problem. It is NP-complete. Hence, solving the problem for large networks is infeasible using standard integer programming solution methods. In [10] , we proposed the successive survivable routing (SSR) heuristic algorithm to solve it. The SSR algorithm finds near optimal solutions by routing backup paths iteratively. Each backup path computation uses the shortest path algorithm. The link routing metric is the incremental spare capacity. It is computed from the most recent spare provision matrix that is further based on the previously routed backup path. After all flows find their backup paths, SSR continues to update existing backup paths whenever a new one could use less spare capacity. This process keeps reducing total spare capacity until it converges, (i.e., no more backup path updates). Different random ordering of the flows for routing backup paths are used to provide various solutions and avoid local minima. The best order gives the final near optimal solution [10] .
III. SCA MULTI-LAYER MODELS
This section is the new contribution of this paper. We extend the SCA model on a two layer network. In the top layer network, the notation of the previous section is reused, and the same notation with the superscript "b" is used for the bottom layer. A top-layer link is carried by a bottom-layer path. Such overlay information is defined by the interlayer link incidence matrix H = {hij}LxLb, where 1 < i < L, 1 < j < Lb. Element [10] is that the bottom-layer working paths are derived from the layout information H in (10) . [B] superscripts added to key SCA model components that are changed in the multi-layer model.
pb= H
Model A: Use of overlay information forfailure propagation: To protect against failure propagation of any single bottom layer link failures, the overlay information H is used to derive the failure scenario matrix F for the top layer SCA model in (11) . The flow failure incidence matrix U and the spare provision matrix G [A] are modified in (12) and (13) to replace (7) and (3). (12) G[AI = QTMU = QTM(P 0 H (o FbT) (13) In addition, the objective function to minimize the total spare capacity (1) is replaced by (14), where X1T = eTHT is used to compute the actual spare capacity on the bottom layer reserved by the top-layer links. respectively. The bottom-layer paths of these two links have overlapped on the bottom-layer link 2 (a-e) whose spare capacity could be shared by the above backup paths. In this example, the top-layer not only uses the overlay information H to avoid the failure propagation, but also to reserve the spare capacity shared at the bottom layer in order to achieve lower redundancy.
This spare capacity sharing scheme is equivalent to: (i) converting all working and backup paths at the top layer into ones at the bottom by multiplexing them with H, as modeled in (9) and sb-r are the bottom layer equivalents of s* and s-r whose definitions are in step 3 of the SSR section in [10, Section V].
C. Restoration at both Layers
When both layers have path restoration schemes implemented and share their spare capacity, they might achieve better redundancy. This concept is called the common pool survivability in [9] . Assuming both layers are immune from single bottom-layer link failure, the spare capacity sharing between both layers could be done if their spare provision matrices are exchanged. The toplayer spare provision matrix G[A] will be transformed and merged with the spare provision matrix Gb at the bottom layer in (18).
G[C] -Gb + HTG[A] (18)
The objective function for the SCA problem is updated to (19). In the SSR algorithm, both layers perform their single layer SSR algorithms but their link metrics are different. The top layer has the knowledge of H and uses it to convert its bottom-layer link metric vb back to vr using (17). In this way, both layers share a common spare capacity provision matrix G[C]. They cooperate to further improve spare capacity sharing.
D. failure-dependent path restoration at the top layer All of the models above assume failure-independent (FID) path restoration. The SCA problem for the failuredependent (FD) path restoration is given in [13] . Its extension for the multi-layer networks is below.
We use Model A where the overlay information H is used for the failure propagation. As shown in (11) , any arbitrary bottom-layer failure has been captured in failure matrix F. Similar to (14) in [13] , in order to compute backup paths for individual failures, equation (13) 
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The SCA models and the SSR algorithm were studied on nine different multi-layer networks. The top and bottom layer topologies are provided in Fig. 1-9 . Two cases of top layer topologies were studied: full mesh and partial mesh. In the full mesh case all top layer nodes were interconnected in a full mesh. In the partial mesh case the top layer has a sparser interconnection and the topology is given in Fig. 1-9 . The numbers of links and nodes in both layers are provided in Table III . We first consider the failure-independent (FID) path restoration case for both Models A and B in Section III-B. The numerical study for section Ill-A is same as [10] . The section Ill-C is for future work.
Two algorithms, the branch and bound (BB) and the successive survivable routing (SSR), are used to find the solutions for Model A and B in Table III . The total spare capacity S from both models are listed in the results and the total working capacity W is given for comparison purposes. Since SSR finds the near optimal solutions, the range of solutions from 64 random cases are listed with the format of the minimum and the maximum results between a hyphen '-'. BB results are obtained from the commercial software CPLEX that could find the optimal solution for small networks. Table IV . The FD path restoration finds a little bit lower values for the total spare capacity. This is reasonable since multiple backup paths are allowed for each flow at the top layer. This increases the chance of sharing spare capacity, hence reduces redundancy. Using the FD path restoration scheme with the stub release function (FDStubR), the total spare capacity can be further reduced. The stub release feature allows backup path to reuse the working capacity released by the working paths that are interrupted by the failure. The model of stub release is discussed in [12, Ch. 6] .
Furthermore, the SCA problem for protecting any single node failures at the bottom layer could be derived by combining Model A and the Node Failure extension in [10] . The results are compared for the above three path restoration methods, FID, FD and FDStubR, in Table IV . FDStubR could provide the lowest redundancy while FD is slightly higher than FDStubR but much lower than the FID results.
It is important to be aware that the lower spare capacity values in the node failure does not indicate better efficiency. The lower value could come from the dropped demands that cannot be recovered at the failure of their end nodes. On the contrary, the link failure can guarantee a 100% demand to be recovered on 2-connected networks.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, several variations of the SCA problem for multi-layer networks were formulated as integer programming problems. Numerical results were given showing that the successive survivable routing algorithm can be used to efficiently find near optimal spare capacity solutions.
This paper presents the SCA across two layer networks. The SCA problem for network with more than two layers could be extended in the future work. Related problems such as the layer topology design and the link capacity design could also be combined together for various design requirements.
The SCA problem uses path protection that has applications in MPLS or optical networks. Currently, the link capacity constraint is not included. This should be added in the future work. In addition, performance metrics such as the number of failed demands and the average route distance should be studied as well. Beyond these path protection on mesh topology, comparisons with ring or circle-based methods are also beneficial. 
